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Crazy Horse WasSioox
Outside the recently established Native American Embassy
by Steve Cook
The two lane highway went from
fairly well-kept asphalt to an unlined,
potholed obstacle course. It was the
signal that we'd left Nebraska and
crossed the southern border of South
Dakota and were now on federal
property: Pine Ridge Reservation,
"home" of the Oglala Sioux Nation. Or
what's left of it.
And a remnant of what is left of it
was a significant part of the group that
founded the Native American Embassy
two weeks ago in what was then known
as the Interior Department. Oglala
Sioux were, in absolute numbers, the
best represented tribe of the group.
Through a former job, I've had
considerable exposure to the Oglala
Sioux and their reservation.
like an appropriate time to pass on some
of those experiences, in view of the
recent publicity.
Just before crossing into Pine Ridge
from the south,one passes through the
border town of White Clay, Nebraska.
White Clay consists of half a dozen bars
and liquor stores; their customers are
literally all Pine Ridge residents.' White
Clay is just one of the many parasitic
border towns that preys upon the Oglala
Sioux. Liquor is not allowed on the
reservation- not to sell or even possess.
The Great White Father knows that
firewater is not good for our Indian
fri,:nds: the heathens get drunk and
d;ive off the road. 'So after stripping a
race of people of their property, their
language; their history, every
meaningful vestige of their way of life;
after forcing on them a "work ethic"
that tl:!ey did not want or need and then
providing them with no jobs to work at;
after leaving the Indian male with only
one source, namely, a liquor bottle, of
recovering his sense of pride and
forgetting his disgrace-America hides the
bottle in the closet.
See Cook, p, 6
Elderly'March for
More Public Housing
by Georgia Springer Clearinghouse is an organization
At lunch hour Monday of representatives of Senior
October, 30th, businessmen, Citizen groups' in recreation
agency workers, tourists and centers, 'housing projects,
sunworshippers in lafayette churches and community centers
Park across from' the White', ,throughout-·'tne : city.
House encountered a novel These people, some of whom
demonstration in this mecca for are "just folks," some of whom
public protest in Washington. are sophisticated politicians
Seventv-five to one hundred involved in D.C. affairs, get
elderly D.C. citizens were on together once a month to talk
han d top ubi i c i z e about the problems faced by
Administration impoundment of older persons, who according to
f
" EIGHTEEN HUNDRED- ;"
.,' S£" NIOR CITIZEf\JS f)F O:C.
• ON WAITING LIST FOR
HOUSING
" __!_~_:"~~!:AITfNG PERIOD
~ DO POLITICIANS ~~~~-----
~ CONVENTION HAL 4 NEWi THE ELDERLY N~E~ORE THAN
• DECENT HOUSING ???
public housing funds and
rent-income guidelines for public
housing projects. .
Mostly Black, they came from
all over the city to march
four-abreast in .orderlv fashion
up and down Pennsylvania
Avenue. They arrived mainly by
public bus, the sole means of
transportation for most D.C. old
folks who neither own cars nor
drive. In fact, it was the
successful fight for reduction in
elderly bus fares that first pulled
together this group, the Senior
Citizens Clearinghouse; three
years ago. Locally based, unlike
the more affluent, National
Council of Senior Citizens, the
wednesday" november 15, 1972
Ip.I·R.G. -Approved '\ SBA PlansGrade Reform
Ouestionnoire
by Howard Rosenthal
Grade reform was the
'principal subject of the Student
Bar 'Association's November
meeting, held, last Thursday
night.
,The Grade, Reform
Committee has constructed a
questionnaire to be submitted to
selected classes later this month.
The Committee is seeking
student opinions on such issues
as the value of grades,alternative
methods of grading, methods of
reducing the disparity in grading
standards 'among different
professors, provisions for grade
appeals, and honors systems.
The results will be used in
formulating a reform proposal to
be presented t6 the faculty later
this year.
The questionnaire will be
given to students in second and
third-year day classes meeting at
11 a.m, on Tuesday, November
'28. Some or all, first-year
sections may also be .included,
and night students will also be
polled.
A proposal has been placed
before the Student-Faculty
Conference Committee to give
students 'equal voting
representation on all law school
committees, and six voting
representatives to the facutly
meetings. A grievance committee
to be composed of two students,
two faculty members, and the
dean has also been proposed.
-',
The Student Bar
Association is co-sponsoring a
PARTY for law, medical and
graduate students, Saturday
November 18th, from 8:30
P.M. to 12:30 A.M. -There
will be an excellent rock
band, the "Dubonnettes" and
refreshments will be served.
Student t.D.'s are required.
Students may bring guests.
The location is Strong Hall,
21st and G Streets, N.W.
, by Bob Gaines
The District of Columbia Public Interest Research Group
(D.C.P.t.R.G.) is finally a reality. After months of petitioning,
publicity, and negotiating with the Administration, D.C.P.t.R.G. has
received approval from G.W. President Lloyd Elliot to collect
voluntary contributions during the ,spring registration in January.
This represents a boid step in the- direction of a University
commitment to allow students the opportunity to initiate
constructive change in their community. Never before has the
University agreed to act as a collecting agent for an organization like
P.t.R.G., but neither has any organization received as much support
as D.C.P.t.R.G. This can be seen in the P.t.R.G. petition drive last
spring which saw a majority of full-time students (undergraduate
and graduate alike) agree to a University collection of the P.t.R.G.
fee.
D.C.P.t.R.G. is. a non-profit, student-run organization working
with a full-time staff of lawyers, scientists, and other professionals
on consumer, environmental, and other problems that affect the
D.C. community.
Although a large number of law, medical, and engineering,
students signed the P.t.R.G. petition last spring, the fee collection
will not apply to their schools. The respective Deans of these
schools will decide whether to adopt similar plans at their
registrations. Dana Yaffee, a D.C.P.t.R.G. coordinator said, "I hope
that each of the graduate schools will follow President Elliott's
initiative ...and I am confident thatthey will."
D.C.P.t.R.G. expects that a large number of graduate students,
particularly law students, will involve themselves in D.C.P.t.R.G.'s
projects, since an organization like P.t.R.G.provides an opportunity
for law students to apply the skills they learn in class. Professor Eric
Sirulnik,' Dlrectornt the Community Legal Clinic of the National
Law Center commented that, "With proper supervision, a P.t.R.G.
legal project could complement the existing clinical law programs at
the National Law Center, particularly some specialized areas of the
law which are not presently included in the existing programs. Such
a program would also offer a greater opportunity for coordinated
underqraduate-qraduate research activities." In addition, those law
stud~nts who are active in P.t.R.G. during the academic year may be
retained over the summer with pay. '
1970 Census are the largest At present, D.C.P.I.R.G. is engaged in a number of short-term
identifiable poverty group with projects, which include a study of toy safety, a market basket
some 40% having incomes under survey, an investigation ofthe D.C: Board of Pharmacy, and a study
$4000. The Clearinghouse has of the enforcement of the Occupational Health and Safety Act of
found, along with low income, 1971. In addition, D.C.P.t.R.G. has taken over the defunct Student
crime, .medieal expenses, Housing Project to try to instill some life back into it. A number of
transportation, that housing ls other projects will be planned for the spring semester, when more
one of -the greatest difficulties substantial funds and professional help will be available.
for most elderly. D.C.P.t.R.G. is now in the process of screening resumes for a
In D.C., several quite professional coordinator for next semester. They are looking for a
acceptable Senior Citizens young lawyer with both initiative and experience who will work out
housing projects exist, with, of the D.C.P.t.R.G. office at the student center.
however, a three to four year All the efforts of P.t.R.G. are aimed at a successful collection at
waiting period because of the spring registration and a meaningful contribution to the community
2,000 person waiting list.' through their public interest projects. As one P.t.R.G. member
Moreover, that many and more stated, "it is not often that students are given the cha-ice to actually
who have not signed the list, do something about the problems of today. P.t.R.G. gives them this
according to Monty Ivey of chance ...D.C.P.t.R.G. hopes that no student, law, medical,
See Springer, p. 2 engineering, or undergraduate, will pass up this opportunity."
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An Election Day Odyssey
Sprinqer, from p.l
i-I~us;ng March Staged
National Capital Housing
Authority, want Senior Citizen
public housing but have no hope
under present circumstances and
will not unless the financial
situation in public housing
nationally, and especially in
D.C., changes.
Nationally, of $350 million
appropriated for public housing,
$170 million was released by
O.M.B. Two months ago, amid
reports that thirty to forty
housing authorities could go
bankrupt,O.M.B. released $100
million more. D.C. got $14
million in all, a scant drop in the
bucket, however, for the
numerous projects in operation
and of no help for construction
of any of the new projects which
would help change the very dire
housing situation of so many
Senior Citizens.
Four Senior Citizens projects
already planned, including two
under construction, have been
shelved. One of these, the
Arthur Capper Project in S.E., a
longtime promise, WJS to have
been a multi-purpose center with
varied types of living units,
extended care facilities, a "
medical clinic and communal
dining facilities.
by Paul Beck "
I couldn't sit still and do
nothing. So when the woman
law student came around in the
library on Friday, as I was going
over the research for Birken's
r:nemo for what I hoped was the
last time (I ended up adding new
research until Sunday afternoon,
darnrnitl, and when she .asked
me if I could donate some time
for McGovern on Tuesday, I
quickly acceded. They told me
they needed" people to drive
voters to the polls in Prince
Georges and Montgomery
Counties, so that's where I set
my mind's eye. Little did I know.
I guess things grew pretty
ominous on Monday night: I'd
been up all Sunday night (hadn't
everyone? You should have seen
Sandy and Clyde D. walk with
eyes literally closed into Legal
Research on Monday at9 or
9:30, to hand in that messy
memo. I still don't believe ... )
writing that paper, and I
managed to drag myself through
the day in the hope of getting to
bed early so I could awake
refreshed at 6 on Tuesday and
head out to Maryland. Not so
fast, sweetheart. Within the
space of 30 minutes on Monday
night, I'd received four (4)
phone" calls from those
ever-organized McGovern
workers, all urging me, in cordial
and not-so-cordial tones, to live
A second prerequisite to
construction of new elderly
housing is the end to the H.U.D.
requirement that 85% of
operating funds for any new
public housing projects must
come from rents. For Senior
Citizens this requirement,
coupled with the Brooke
amendment to the Housing Act
stating no Public housing tenant
can pay more than 25% of his
income in rent per month,
effectively precludes all new'
construction of public housing
for Senior Citizens because their
vast majority have such low
up to my pledge and work on
Tuesday. Y'know , before they
'called, I'd never planned to back
out. Gawd, they were, so
suspicious. One of them almost
asked for my Soc. Sec. no.
Anyway, they all told me the
same thing (almost), about what
, time to get where to do what. It
turned out that they were
throwing all their weight into
Baltimore city, because they
thought they could take
Maryland State (so they told
me). Iwas to pick up 3 people at
21st and "G" at 7 sharp and
head for Johns Hopkins (which I
had only heard of, having
avoided thinking much about
the eighth wonder of the world:
Baltimore to-qet this-Great
Hall- at the university and work
through there. OK, I psyched
myself up. Got to bed before
midnite, ready to drive, people
back and forth all day Tuesday ...
maybe I could get back to my
friends in Foggy Bottom by 8 or
so to get a little drunk 'and
watch returns and pray a helluva
lot ...
(I am beginning to wonder
why, I'm writing to make you
laugh, hoping if you laugh I can
laugh, too. It's not hard; maybe
someone' would call this a
"healthy response to a, lousy
environment." But I can't write
th is stralqht-and you couldn't
read it that way.)
incomes. The' estimated rent
necessary to meet the H.U.D.
guideline, 'according to Ed
Whipple, Project manager in the
D.C. H.U.D. office, is $90 per
month, which requires a tenant
to have a $360 per month
income which NOT ONE elderly
citizen on the present D.C.
public housing waiting list
receives.
The Nixon Administration,
according to Whipple, takes the
position that housing for the
elderly is not a public housing
problem. It's just an income
problem! So the Administration
points to the 20% social security,
raise just signed into effect, not
mentioning the President's all
out opposition to any raise
greater than 5%. Meanwhile, the
elderly, who've paid their taxes,
worked all their lives, and keep I
up their buildings better than
any other public housing tenants
are the victims of political
wrangling. Uncomplaining, they
have been left out in the cold
both figuratively and literally.
And that's why they came to
protest Monday, walking very
slowly and dignified, sometimes
shy in the unfamiliar spotlight of
T.V. cameras and newsmen, yet
l!,~questionably proud.. With
obvious care to their dress and
demeanor, they were hardly the
boisterous demanding types
condemned by the law and order
politicians. Yet, in spite of their,
unquestioning willingness to
work within the establishment,
does anyone care? And does the
establishment respond to those
as non-militant as these? Who
knows? Monday word filtered
through Lafayette Park that the
President had that morning I
vetoed the National Institute on
Aging Act and the Older·
Americans Act. ,
SBA .Library Reform
,"
Proposals AnnouncedSo, I got there at 7... lots ofchiefs but where're all the
Injuns? A busload of volunteers
.and 50r 6 of us with empty by John Beattie
cars. We waited for a while and Nearly everyone ,using -the
then two or three of us g6t antsy National Law Center, Library
and headed for the Watergate finds the task of research
office, to pick up riders .there, hampered by the, constant
Lo and behold, when we got difficulty in locating research
there, there were 5 or 6 other materials.. To reduce the need
drivers with-you guessed it·- for students to search the library
empty cars, waiting for riders to for volumes missing from the
get out to Baltimore or shelves, the Library Committee
somewhere, and start working, of, the Student Bar Association
please. O.K. Let's do something. has drawn up the following
Minutes later, I split, alone, to proposals:
head for Baltimore and Hopkins. (1) That a regular reshelving
Got to get going ...right? schedule be established, to
I got to Hopkins, without ensure that books be returned to
much trouble, anhour later and their shelves three or four times
found Great Hall Iickety split. a day. Hours for reshelvinq
"Put me to work ..·· "I'm a might be noon, 6 p.m, 'and
driver." A room crowded full of midnight (or 8 a.m.), seven days
volunteers, mostly between 18 ,a week., If at all possible,
and 30, all of us out to pull reshelving should be done "even
votes in the inner city. It was at though the library be crowded
least disorganized but things at a particular time., The need
were getting done slowly.(What for reshelving is greatest when
do ya do with an elephant with the library is at peak use.
3 balls? Walk him and pitch to (2) That efforts be made to
the giraffe.) induce more students to return
Within 15 minutes, I'd picked books to the shelves
up 3 kits and found myself 3 immediately after use. "However,
workers and we were getting experience indicates that
briefed. Precinct maps" voter voluntary reshelving cannot be
lists, cover it thoroughly. Kind expected to do the job by itself.
of push em, ask em if they've It .ean significantly reduce the
'voted, if there's anyone else who workload for the regular
can vote here, tell em where the reshelvers, but should not be
poll is, and so on. If we can get seen as a substitute for their
them to the polls, they'll vote efforts. Voluntary reshelving
Democratic. Guaranteed. Parren suffers from two main problems':
Mitchell's very popular, mention (a) a small minority of students,
his name. Mike Levitt, Maryland perhaps five percent, will refuse
chief coordinator, seems to have to comply despite the greatest
things under control. The efforts at persuasion-but the
organizers look organized, but to other 95 percent should not be
me it seems the volunteers don't penalized for the incorrigibility
really want to get out there and of the few; and (0) a somewhat
canvass... larger minority, perhaps ten
(I swore at myself most of the percent, will reshelve carelessly,
h 0 u ron the resulting in misplaced volumes.
B a I tim 0 r e • Was h i n g ton Common errors are to put
Expressway, but it was a "Southeastern" in with
beautiful day and a "lovely drive. "S 0 u the r n ' , 0 r
Theleaites here are still 'turning "Southwestern", "2d Series"
and the colors were really in with the first series, or copy 2
magnificent. If only I had 01' In place of copy 1. To repeat:
Fender's Polaroid ... I had half a voluntary reshelving by students
mind to go straight through the is not the whole answer.
Tunnel and.on up to Boston and (3) That added personnel,
my friends ...keep wishing.) preferably from the law school Conference.
Well, I, who was so student body, be recruited as
discouraged, found myself necessary to accomplish ' the Committee
propping up two of 3 canvassers task of reshelving efficiently and R
I was transporting out to the regularly. Pay would be the' eport
field to work. They were two standard' $2.50 per hour. The by Jim Phillips
coeds from College Park and SBA Library Committee would The SBA-Faculty Conference
they were afraid. They said be available to help orqanlzeand Committee met on Thursday,
they'd never been in a black area maintain regular schedules. November 9. The Committee
before, maybe they /had better (4) That the everyday duties approved sending letters of
go in pairs and work both areas of the reshelvers include: (a) inquiry to aselected list of law
assigned together. I said don't Scanning the library shelves schools with regard to student
worry and tried not too hard to visually in order to spot par tic i pat ion in the
, encouraqe them, because I know misshelved books so that these decision-maklnq process at their
a hopeless case iL.1 figured they may be immediately returned to school.
would do better work if they their proper places. (b) Checking Three proposals were
weren't griping or walking too all floors of the library for books presented, for discussion at this
scared to say anything to that have' been removed to me e tin g: I'. E qua I
anyone, so maybe there's power another floor and abandoned, so Student-Faculty representation
and persuasion in numbers. They that' these' may be quickly and voting on NLC committees.
were so timid... returned (c) Reshelving books II. Formation of NlC Grievance
I dropped them'off a mile or found in basement carrels and Committee ,to insure all
two south of Memorial Stadium, " lockers. (d) Maintaining order at .membars of the ' NLC
at a grammar school-pollinq the Shepard's Citations reference community due process and a
place. The area was poor and desk. Each volume should have fair hearing of' grievances.
decaying. I headed straight back its own place, so that students, Composition would be 2 elected
to Hopkins, 'wondering now if are not forced to "look over the .students, 2 ,faculty, and the
I'd ever be driving actual voters desk for the volumes they want. Dean of the NLC. III.Six
to the polls myself. I began to No Shepard's Citations books Students to attend and vote at
doubt. should be allowed to leave the all faculty meetings. The six
When I got back at 10 or so, reference desk. students would be chosen by
Mike and Ann and some others (5) That a maximum period election of the student body.
were telling the few people left of four hours be established for Discussion was spirited" but
in the room that if we could pull "setting aside" unattended related only to Proposal I. The
180,000 voters in Baltimore, books in carrels. If a student other two proposals will be
McGovern would win the state, wishes to leave' books discussed at the next meeting on
offsetting the Eastern shore and temporarily, he may write a Tuesday, November 21,
See Beck, p. 8 "save" note with his name and . 1972.
the present date and time (no
end date). All books found
without a note or with a note
that is more than four hours old
shall be promptly returned to
their shelves by the reshelvers.
(6) That any student working
on a: long-term project who
wishes to avoid hardship from
proposal (5) be permitted to
locate his books at a numbered
carrel and 'use the follOWing
special' procedure: (a). write a
"save" note that includes his
name and an end date. (b) make
a list of the books, plus the
student's nsme, the carrel
number, and the end date, and
deposit the list in a notebook at
the library front desk; and (e)
, write the volume number, carrel
number, and end date on sheets
provided for the purpose at the
end of the shelf from which each
book was obtainedv , This
procedure will not only enable
other students to locate the
books that have been "saved",
but will also provide reshelvers
with a convenient notebooklist
of carrels to be bypassed. While
complicated, it is the only
alternative to proposal (5). The
student who wishes the special
privilege ,of setting books aside
will have the" burden of
following steps (a), (b), and (c)
correctly and completely.
(7) That professors, raw
review members, and anyone
else with the privilege of taking
books out ofthe library be asked
to file index ,cards including the
person's name, the volume
number of the book, and the
'place to which the book is being
taken. Books taken out should
not just "disappear".
Those who wish to comment
on these proposals may leave a
note addressed to the SBA
Library Committee at the
Information Office in Stockton
Hall, or call John Beattie at
296-9731 (Room 32-1) or Jon
Neipris at 527-1538.
Defeat: ,McGovern's
by Judy Armatta
Election Night '72. Here I sit,
an Excedrin working on my
migraine, and my hopes for the
next four years running down
my face. My feelings for George
McGovern did, not diminish with
his loss: I gained more respect
for him this night than perhaps
at any time in his long campaign.
Maybe the old cliche is true that
the measure of a man is in his
defeats rather than his victories.
There was no' bitterness in
George McGovern this night. He
was a leader and a statesman in
the true sense. McGovern called
on his, supporters not to shed
tears, not to lose faith in the
American electoral process, but
to gain strength for the burden
they must now carry - the
.burden of. striving for an
America which is better than it
now is; an America which is
concerned about all its people
regardless of political or
economic clout; an America
which shows its concern for the
people of the world, not by
killing, but by sharing its wealth
with those who need it; an
America which does not measure
its importance in physicill
strength or material wealth, but
in its humanity.
, Because of George McGovern,
and this night only George
McGovern, I have given up my
threat to leave a country which
could reelect Richard Nixon.
Sure, maybe I wouldn't have
left anyway, but. because of
Geo rge McGovern I'll stay
involved. I'll continue to work
through the democratic process
.such as it still is. If, it ca~
produce men of the calibre of
George McGovern there must be
some hope left. It's now up to
those of us who'll be in a
position to affect' policies and
people's opinions to continueto
work for what' we believe' in. We
can't leave the country to Nixon
and his special interest groups.
Maybe we'll never be on top.
Maybe our view of what' the
[;l
country should be will never
prevail. Maybe the American
people believe in all Richard
Nixon stands for. After tonight I
am tempted to believe that. But
I won't. I'll continue to think
that the American people do
care about babies being burned
by napalm whatever the color of
their skins. I'll continue to
believe that the American people
do feel in their hearts that it's
unjust for a few people in
America to have all the benefits
of' the society without paying
any of the costs, while others go
hungry or are denied adequate
education, housing and health
care. ,I believe the American
people do care about such
things. It's only for someone to
awaken the sleeping conscience
of America .
The leadership of the country
has failed. Its foul and rotten
odor has pervaded the
conscience of the country,
poisoning it, putting itto sleep.
But I don't believe it's been
murdered yet. Someday it will
be healed. And it will be healed
by thousands of people who still
can care 'enough to work for
.sornethlnq better than what is. It
will not be healed by turning
inward or running away to Never
Never Land. '
For a start we have to hold
Nixon to his 1968 election
pledge to end U.S. destruction in
Indochina. With such an
overWhelming election mandate
the President' and his
administration will be inclined
to dismiss any dissent on the war
as radical diatribe from a small
minority of the, country ,-
forgetting the e f f e c t the
voices of the few have had in
turning the people of America
away from supporting the war in
Vietnam.
We're faced with a Congress
reluctant to take its
Constitutionally' mandated
responsibilities. A representative
only has "two more years." He
ought to be made to remember
Finest
that. Therein lies one of our few
hopes for a check on escalating
acquisition of presidential
powers. President Nixon might
have four more years to screw
the country from the top, but
we have four more years to work
from the bottom - on issues, in
local campaigns, in educating
the people about what goes on
after the election's over. '
I don't think the American
people really know what's going
on in the inner sanctums of the
White House. Perhaps they don't
care, but I think not. Even some
mY"aware" law school colleagues
don't seem to know all the
tactics the Administration is
using to thwart what this
country stands for. With such an
overwhelming mandate from the
people I predict there will be less
reliance ion sneaky tactics and
mor: flagrant misuse of power.
A few examples of
misrepresentations which this'
Administration has been guilty
of: The Administration talked a
good line in support of
Nationalist China in the United
Nations, while at the very same
moment the question of
representation of the Chinese
people was before the General
Assembly Dr. Kissinger was in
Peking. Not surprising that the
majority of U.S. allies voted to
seat Peking in place of Taiwan.
Another example: While talking
about the need for quality
education for all Americans
regardless of color, Nixon
repeatedly vetoed education
appropriations, including money
to help underprivileged children.
Still another example: Nixon
voiced his concern for older
Americans, but vetoed bills'
which would have set up an
independent agency to help
them with their problems.
The list is long - too long for
in depth discussion in this article
but one more example
deserves mention. The
Administration which voiced its
concern for democracies
Hour
lnt. l.ow Society
Sponsors
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Symposiumthroughout the world, sending
troops and bombs to stop the
onslaught of Asian Communism, 'by Ken Montero
sat on its hands and refused to
request UN assistance, when the A symposium on the role of
people of East Pakistan (now the lawyer in public and private
Bangladesh) cried for help to international law will be
stop the persecution and presented at the National Law
slaughter of the Bengali people -Center on Thursday, November
which was sure to lead to full 16, at 8:00 PM in room 10 of
scale war without mediation. Stockton Hall. The panel will be
When war came the U.S. again composed of three international
refused to elicit the aid of the law practitioners, from the
UN as mediator, fearing to upset Washington area. The scope of
the Chinese Communists who the symposium will be: (1.) the
supported Pakistan - those same types of law practised by
Chinese Communists we've been international lawyers; (2.) the
holding back so long in scope of i~~ernational law; (3.)
Indochina. Not one word was the qualities necessary to
uttered diplomatically throuqh become an international lawyer.
the UN or directly to Chou En A question-and-answer period
Lai on beh-alf of a truly will follow the panel discussion.
democratically elected Thi 'II be f
government - for fear of . t IS progr~m WI h 0 great
upsetting relations w,ith the clOonesr.,edsetr.tOgt ose w 0 may ~e
Chi 10 a career 10
rnese Communists - ,that very international law as well as to
same government we ve been those h . t d'" W 0 are In ereste 10
trymg to restram from taking discovering th f
S F . N I' e scope aover an rancisco. ow m not intematl I I Thirona aw. IS program
one to put down the Chinese, is being sponsered by the
but the only consistency in this Internal' I L S '
policy is naked self interest. IOna aw oClety.
We had fair warning: As Mr.
Nixon said, "Watch what we do, '
not what we say." Amen!
Though we've lost the
electoral battle and the fight for
the conscience of America for
the time being there's still a
'war' going on. To cop out now
is to give up-the 'war' (speaking
in terms most people seem to
understand). Many of
McGovern's supporters were
somewhat new to the political
arena, mistakes were made, but'
at least they were honest
mistakes. We must learn, from
our mistakes, not pick up our
marbles and go home. There's
more for us to do now perhaps
than if our man would have
won. If the American consience
is just sleeping and not dead, we
must find a way to keep it alive
and awaken it so that someday
we will be worthy of a man like
George McGovern.
Dave
Margolis
College and eareer
clothing for men
on the comer
22nd & G S13N.W.
at American University
4523 Wisconsin Ave N.W.
(across from Sears}
MARYLAND
DAY COURSES starts JANUARY 15, 1973
EVENING COURSE starts JANUARY 22, 1973
The Day course will be held daily, Monday through
Friday, I :30 p.m. to 3:30 p.m. until Friday 8. From
February 16-23 classes will be held 6:30 p.m. to 8:30
p.rn.
The Evening Course will be held daily 6:30 p.m, to
8:30 p.m. until February 23. Students may alternate
day and evening sessions or hear a lecture for the
second time. All students wiIJ also attend classes on
three Wednesdays, 8:30' p.m. to 10: 15 p.m.
The Courses end February 23, 1973.
FEBRUARY '1973 BAR EXAM COURSES
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
DAY and EVENING COURSES
start JANUARY 15, 1973
'Two separate courses will be offered: a Day Course
from 1:30 p.m. to 3 :30 p.m., and an Evening Course
from 6:30 p.m. to 8 :30 p.m .. Classes will be held
daily, Monday through Friday. Students may attend
either the day or the evening sessions or alternate at
any time, or hear a lecture for the second time.
From February 16-21, classes will be held 6:30 p.m.
,to 8:30 p.m, .
The Courses end February 21, 1973.
For class schedules and further information, call NacreUi Bar Review School, 1334 G
St., N.W.Washington, D.C. 20005 Telephone: (202) ~47-7574 .
EditorlaiNonmb.'5,1972
'Election'1972
When the results of the 1972 election have finally been analyzed
a~alogized, . agonized, computerized, computated, correlated:
dissected, dismantled, and discounted, when the Theodore Whites,
Abby Hoffmans, Norman Mailers have written their books and
fi~a"y when all the law school newspapers have had their sa~, we
th,"~ that only one thing about the election will stand out clearly.
It will not be the popularity of Richard Nixon, for Nixon is not and
never will be a popular President; nor will it be the distaste that
many voters are reported to have felt-about George McGovern, for
McGovern came across as an entirely likeable fellow who could win
against Nixon hands down in any popularity contest if that were the
only issue. What stands out clearly is the desire by a large majority
for a continuation of the status quo.
Thus it was that at the very time that Nixon was reelected by an
enormous landslide the electorate was careful to preserve the
present balance of power in Congress. A Nixon landslide coupled
with substantial gains for Republicans in Congress would have given
Nixon a free hand domestically (he already appears to have a free
hand in the field of foreign affairs) and the American public did not
want that. Nor did they want the McGovern presidency, for along
with a Democratic Congress McGovern would have had a free hand
as well. And so, the easy response was to give the nation four more
years of the same.
The real and often imagined changes that occurred during the
now almost legendary "Sixties" were simply too much to go down
with most American voters. Apparently dissatisfaction with "things
as they are," took a back seat to fear of "things as they might be if
we try to do something about things as they are." Such a viewpoint
is understandable but unfortunate. Unfortunate because society has
an upsetting way of changing whether we want it to or not. Forces
are at work, which do not pay heed to the delicacies of an electoral
vote or a nation's wishful thinking about the past.
Once a nation has committed itself to economic growth' via
technological change, as this country and most of the West did long
ago, then change, whether from technical innovation, increased
concentration or its endemic regimentation carries with it a
built-in change factor that neither Richard Nixon or anyone can
combat by pieties about the older simpler values. The tried and true
ways of the past simply do not work, and like it or not, new ones
are forced upon us. A backward-looking attitude that attempts to
force new ways of living into the old forms of the past creates a vast
cultural lag. The contradictions between the way things are and
what we imagine !hem to be leads to a rather frightening national
psychosis. Don Quixote was a sad knight in the industrial age;
NIxon wants us to be dour Puritans in the Age of Aquarius.
the advocate
The Repudiation of Radicalism
by Howerd Rosenthal
Richard Nixon has failed
dismally in his announced goal
of creating a new Republican
majority in America. Despite his
overwhelming individual triumph,
the Republican party had little
success in congressional and
gubernatorial elections. The
party added few seats in the'
House of Representatives, and
actually lost two Senate seats
and one governor as well.
The seeming paradox of the
election results should not be
surprising to anyone who
watched the President's
non-eampaign this year. For the
first time In a political career
spanning more than a
quarter-century, the once fiercely
partisan Richard Nixon ran away
from his party.
To his traditional eleventh
commandment, "Thou shalt not
speak ill of, any Republican,"
was added a new clause, "Thou
shalt not speak ill of any
anti-McGovern Democrat
either:' This bipartisan approach
was essential for the presidential
candidate of a minority party,
and its success at the presidential
level is obvious.
That same strategy, however,
inevitably diminished the
Republican party's ability to
capitalize on the President's
success. Some Republican
candidates were openly shunned
by the President, and others,
were hurt by his determination
to remain above the political
battle and avoid sllenatinq those
, Democrats already disenchanted
, by George McGovern.
, President Nixon now has his
mandate, but he also has a
Democratic Congress hostile to
his administration, and eager to
frustrate his efforts whenever
possible. Any attempt to return
to the principles of conservative
Republ icanism that the
President deserted during his-
first term is thus likely to meet
with little success, despite the
hopes or fears to the contrary of
millions of American voters.
The Democratic party remains
strong, despite the presidential
debacle. While, George
McGovern's campaign has been
compared to that of Barry
Goldwater in its appeal to
extremist views and its
overwhelming repudiation by the
American people, the effect on
the party itself is far different.
Barry Goldwater's candidacy
. hurt nearly every Republican
candidate for any office outside
the Deep South. The Republican
party was left with few
officeholders at any level. Today
the Democratic party still has a
majority of both houses of
Congress, and nearly two of
every three governors in the
nation, as well as possession of
city hall in nearly every major
American city.
America has not repudiated
the Democratic party. The
majority of Americans remain
Black Pol itics In Campaign '72•
Democrats, despite their
repudiation of the party's latest
presidential candidate.
The real ,issue is whether the
leadership of the Democratic
party will accept the verdict of
the voters, and return to a
moderate approach in the
future, or will continue in its
quest for ideological purity at '
the expense of another defeat.
Many traditional elements of
the Democratic majority were
virtually read out of the party at
its 1972 convention, and they
responded accordingly in
November. If the party remains
under the control of a radical
elite, "a little band of willful
men" who appear to have no
concern for the problems of
middle America, 'it will risk
another ignominious defeat.
Blaming Senator McGovern's
personal failings, or the Eagleton
affair, or the campaigns of
McGovern's pre-convention
opponents, for this massive
defeat, will only be avoiding the
political reality. While all of
these factors undoubtedly
exacerbated the party's
problems, the principal problem
remained "the political
philosophy' .espoused by the
party's candidate, and the
unwillingness of the majority of
Americans to accept that
philosophy. The result is four
more years of Richard Nixon.
Before the 1972 Presidential President who has done a lot of
campaign. began, the phrase good things for Black people
"Black Americans for Nixon" during his first four years in
was considered by many to be a office. '
contradiction in terms (or a "Just look at the record",
loathesome rnlsprlntl). To many states Paul R. Jones, Executive
astute and prominent Black Director 01. the National Black
Democrats it has now become an 'Citizens Committee for the
unpleasant reality. Some young Re-election, of the President. He
Blacks have restructured the further states' that the
phrase to read "New Niggas for, "Republican Party recognizes
Nixon" Regardless of how one' the increase in Black voters and
wishes to acknowledge this "new seeks to provide an opportunity
phenomenon", Campaign '72 'tor Blacks to participate actively
has raised serious questions as to at all levels of· a presidential
the performance of Blacks in the carnpalgn."
political arena. (For my brothers Mr. Jones formerly held an
who are politically disenchanted, office with the Peace Corps in
however, the only real question Bangkok, Thailand.' He turned
is "In which white arena do you down an opportunity to serve as
wi s h to perform---the Deputy Director of the Peace
Democratic circus or the Corps in the Figi,lslands to head
Republican circus?") the Black Citizens Committee.
On the third floor of 1730 Mr. Jones impressed this writer
Pennsylvania Ave. is found the as being a' very warm,
Black Voters' Division of the personable, amiable and
Committee to Re-elect the congenial person with a strong
President. There is where a small conviction in helping his felloW
cadre of energetic, enthusiastic Black Americans to better their,
and earnest Black citizens have lot in this countrv. '
taken on the task of securing Mr. Jones and his committee
Black votes for the president's place great emphasis on voter
're-election. To a great many education, and attempt to
Black Americans, the mere present to Black voters the
thought of a Black person President's record in a number
working diligently for the of areas of vital interest to Black
re-election of Richard Nixon is Americans. This is accomplished
unmistakably unpopular, to say in part by the publication and
the least. To some Blacks it is distribution of campaign
outright treacherous. literature directed at the Black
The Black people who run the voter--- The Black Advance and
Black Voters Division of the Black . Americans. Both
Committee to Re-elect the publications present a very
President do not go about their impressive compilation of
daily operations feeling statistical data to demonstrate
"unpopular"; neither do they the advances of Black Americans
feel that what they are doing is during the Nixon administration
adverse to the interests of Black . F' d alIn such areas as: e er
Americans. To the contrary, appointments, Minority Business
they are convinced that they are
working for the re-election of a
by Peter Davis
Peter Davis, Advocate Staff
,Writer, visited the offices of the '
Black Voters Division of the
Committee to Re-elect the
President a few days before the
election. .
Little Rock Comes to New York'
student newspaper of the national law center
, the george washington university
~ HarlanBrewer House, 714 21st Street, N.W.
by Arthur Lesenger
It wasn't so long ago that
people in the Northeast actually
believed that racism was strictly
a Southern phenomenon havinga
northern boundary at the
Mason-Dixon line. When federal
troops were sent into Little
Rock, Arkansas, and when the
story was splashedover the front
page of the New York Times,
widespread concern and outrage
were expressed. It could not be
understood how people could
treat others in such a harsh and
cruel way.
Southern Senators replied
that integration should not be
applied discriminatorily and if it
was to be applied to them, it
should be applied to the North
as well. No one at that time took
this position seriously. It was
interpreted as a sophistic stalling
technique-a good exercise in
logic, but recognized as a
dilatory tactic in experience.
The Northerners believed that
whatever racial conflict existed
in the North was light in
comparison to what existed in
the South.
It has taken a Iittle more than
a decade to realize that this just
isn't so. The problems that were
dramatically experienced and
witnessed in the South are now
at hand in the North. Right in
the heart of New York City, the
predominately white Canarsie
section of Brooklyn attempted
to reject more minority students
from entering their schools.
As a result of the Board of
Education's order, the Canarsie .
parents organized a nearly
complete boycott of the schools
in that area of Brooklyn in
which about 10,000 children
were out of school for 12 days.
The Board's order involved the
assignment of" 32 Black and
Puerto Rican children, who
came ,from a nearby minority
area, to one of the Canarsie
schools which was already
significantly integrated. The
Canarsie protest grew heated.
Demonstratio'ns were staged that
resulted in the literal take-over
of the affected school. Battle
lines were drawn. More than 200
riot-equipped police were
dis,'1atched to the area.
One thousand five hundred
people were on hand at the
school to boo and jeer the young
children who were assigned
there. The epithets from the
raging crowd were cruel and
filled with racial slurs. At one
point the police barricades were
broken and a full scale riot
almost occured. Each day the
minority youngsters were sent
off by their parents to school
and each day they were received
with hate, ridicule, and scorn.
The situation ~ated into an
unqualified -raciat confrontation
as ugly as thllt in Arkansas.
Indeed the situation- IS
complicated by myriad
subtleties: the politics between
the local school board and the
central board, the cry for
community control of the
schools, the need and right of
minorities to have equality of
educational opportunities, the
underlying economic
considerations, the, history of
many of the Canarsie people
who moved from downtown to
avoid the problems which are
currently happening and their
collective decision to make a
stand, and the unquantified
amount of fear. But so was
Little Rock infused with
~ubtleties. What was wrong then,
IS also wrong now.
The common denominator of
both these ugly events was racial
bigotry and hatred. Many of the
concerns that people have in
situations such as these are
legitimate and understandable
however, it is a sad commentar~
to see them disintegrate into an
emotional racial fury.
The North may not like its
new emerging image or. even see
it. It may read the front pages of
the news journals and not
understand what has happened.
It may fail to recognize the
wrong done when it had little
difficulty, seeing it when it
happened in the South. See Davis, p, 7
Advice on
By Bill Phillips
Winter Hik ing
A stove may be necessary to
melt snow for water and will
certainly add to your cooking
convenience. Deadwood is scarce
on the AT, often wet and
covered by leaves and snow in
winter. And fires are just not all
that efficienf for cooking. Some
winter survival schools, like
Outward Bound and Outdoor
Leadership, in fact, eschew the
cozy fireside claiming that fires
don't really even' keep you
warm;' their dirt and soot
spoiling your clothes' insulation
protection. In any case, a small
one-burner stove will be a great
help. Svea, Optimus and Primus
all put out a good line of
mountaineering stoves. But
probably the best choice is the
.French Bleuet. In the long run
this model will prove the most
convenient and' versatile; its
priceandv.eighteq.Jal!ingcomparable
stoves of the other makes.
Any good outdoor sporting
goods store should offer several
of these lines including the
Bleuet and the fuel cartridge it
requires. (If you do decide on
the Bleuet be sure to get 'the
windscreen attachment- it will
greatly increase the stove's
Don't Climb
'Paper Mountains
Winter hiking has its rewards;
the solitude of snowy trails,
heightened challenge, new views
of the mountain environment,
and broadened vistas as the
leaves drop from the trees to
open up sights and sounds lost
to the fair weather walker.
But planning a winter walk
requires some extra thought and
experience. Winds blow hard and
cold across the crest of the
Appalachians in Winter. The
relative sparcity of travelers
makes it possible to overnight in
the AT shelters, but if you plan
to stop between lean-tos a good
tent, well pitched, is a must.
A comfortable sleep is insured
by a good bag, ground
protection and proper night
wear. Down bags of. course are
best (2% or more pounds for
winter trips ) - and most
expensive. Dacron 88 is used in
some excellent bags; their bulk is
the major .drawback. Sleeping
pads of ensolite, polyethylene,
etc. are lighter and warmer than
air mattresses and your choice
will depend on their variations in
price, thickness, and flexibility
for easy packing. The closed-celt
pads stay cleaner, dryer and
lighter than urethane foam and
their increased durability will
more than repay for the
difference in price.
Those who boast of saving
weight by sleeping in their efficiency in wind.) ,
hiking clothes are all wet. The Food planning requires extra
consideration for winter travel:human body must sweat at least '
a pint of water a night regardless ~rry a.ldbitmorehthan YOdUWOUI'd,
. . m ml weat er an p an
of temperature, and s..leeplng ,m , ' ' hl h f b kf t ' d' ' . . ." " '-' -somet Ing ot or rea as an
. clothes already sweaty from the h I ch Itt
day's exertion only to awake per aps even ~n : ,n~ an
b d d lth dditi I Quaker Oats, In' individualogge own WI an a Ilona il.oood f' nak f ld ni ht Id packets and several good lavors,Pint ma es or co OIg ,co er . f b kf t d. ' . k f I' IS great or rea as s anmormnqs, and a sue y ee 109 L' 'C S "1 I
h . . h h ipton s up-a- oup Simi ar yt at sticks With you t roug out ked' f idd I
the day. All ' rugged pac ag ~ a me rm ay mea
outdoorsman . pride swallowed, addition. Bouillon cubes are
a pair of dry flannel pajamas is a handy for a warm appetizer at
great investment in weight. dinner, hot broth any time, or
Water can be a problem. Even for adding flavor to one-pot
at the shelters (each at some dinners. Tea, coffee and Swiss
water source on the AT) I have Miss (hot chocolate requiring no
found springs frozen up. milk) are, of course, the
Between these places water is standard drinks. Hot liquid Jello
scarce and often far off·trail.is a great 'nightcap or lunch time
The solution is to carry plenty' warmer. .
of water - a couple of quarts The walking itself requires
per person 'away from sturdy boots. Snow and leaves
anywhere. you do find it. At often cover the ankle-wrenching
night one idea is to heat some rocks and ruts that are common
clean water after dinner, pour it on the crest of trails. Good
into a plastic bottle, and cuddle waterproofing will keep your
up with it as a hot water bottle. feet warm and dry: use only
This not only warms your soul oil-based . preparations on
at night, but assures cooking oil-tanned boots; and only
Water to feed your stomach in silicone products on the more
the morn. (Overnight freezing common chrome-tanned boots.
can be a problem. I have known Ome Daiber's Snow Seal is
afullquartofwatertofreezein probably. t he best
my pack while walking, in chrome-tanned boot treatment
midday.) for the price. Extra socks will be
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Moderate Prices
the most important clothes you
carry - keep two spare sets of
whatever combination you hike
in dry in your pack. Here, as in
all else, plastic bags of varying
sizes (garbage sacks to baggies)
are the foul weather hiker's best
friend: one each for your clean
clothes and dirty, food, sleeping
bag, garbage to be carried out,
and one bag in the back pocket
of your pack for map, and other
small items to be kept handv. In
,fact, using one large garbage sack
as a liner for your entire pack is
a good idea if rain is likely.
Clothing must be warm, but
more important it must be easily
adjustable to allow for changes
in body temperature at rests or
steep hills. Wool is one of the
warmest of all fibers and, the
only one that keep; its insulating
properties when wet. So a wool
sweater, stocking cap,mittens
and heavy socks are almost
essentials for winter warmth.
Blue jeans are not a good choice
for winter wear, but everybody
seems to choose them anyway.
A good compromise might be to
carry a pair of wool long
underwear to double as
pajamas. A water-proof poncho
or storm parka is a necessity
against quick changes in
mountain weather. The head,
feet and hands are the biggest
heat leaks of the body so don't
underestimate the importance of
your hat, mittens and socks in
controlling your body warmth.
If you want to try a winter
hike you're probably not a
novice. You no doubt have your
own favorite areas and are eager
to see them wintered over. For
maps and trail guides for any of
the AT you might best drop by
the Potomac Appalachina Trail
Club in D.C. (but don't expect
expert advice from the volunteer
staff). Among their many
publications are trail gUides that
include suggested trip routes,
detailed trail information and
maps of the area. The AT is
marked so as to be nearly
impossible to lose, even in a
. heavy snow, but the maps and
guides . locate shelters and
springs, give trail distances. and
identify sights from the crest.
An overnight trip will
introduce you to off-season
hiking. But a longer trip will
beckon. You may find yourself
able to cover more trail than on
milder days; at rest stops the
cold's bite will stir you to move
on:
These woods are lovely, dark
and deep
But Ihave promises to keep
And miles to go before I
sleep.
And miles to go before I
sleep.
MOVIES!!!
THE RIEVERS ,
Bldg. C
Nov. 17
7:00 & 9:30
I • I
THE
CONFORMIST
Lisner Aud.
Dec. 1
7:00 & 9:30
• • •
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Menick on.Music
by Jeff Menick
A couple of weeks ago, my roommate suggested that I do an
article on my ten favorite albums to make love to, but a few
days later I got a two-record set from Blue Thumb that will
save me the trouble. The album is called "Lights Out: San
Francisco" and is a collection of pieces from Bay area
musicians that was put together by Voco, a OJ at KSAN, a
- progressive rock station in San Francisco.
Voco does a midnight to 6 A.M. shift, and spends his nights
playing Lights Out music. For this set he stuck to musicians
from the oneqeographical area, and included sounds as diverse,
as Dan Hicks and His Hot Licks, The Tower of Power, and the
Middle Eastern Sounds of Fadil Shahin. The album is a delight
at any time of night, and gets five stars for both music and
production.
Speaking of Sex, the album is called "The Lady's Not For
Sale" and it is done by a woman named Rita Coolidge. It oozes
sensuality through side one, and on the photos on the cover
and jacket liner.
The music inspired me so much, that after playing the
album about six times the first day I got it, I went around
telling everyone that I had fallen in love. For a bit over
seventeen minutes, from the old Peggy Lee standard "Fever"
through Leonard Cohen's "Bird On the Wire" into Dylan's
"I'll Be Your Baby Tonight" and concluding with "A Woman
Left Lonely", A&M 0598 may not have it for sale, but if she is
giving it away, Iwant some.
I went to the Program Board's concert last week to see
Procol Harum, whose tunes "A Whiter Shade of Pale" and
"Conquistador" I knew from frequent airplay, and got
knocked off my feet by one of the supporting groups, Steeleye
Span.
Very often, when a new group records an album, they will
be sent on a promotional tour by the record company to try
to help push record sales. In this instance, the Program Board
and the thousand or so people who were in Lisner were the
beneficiaries of the recent acquisition of the Chrysalis label
by Warner Brothers records.
The group has a completely unique sound, doing traditional
old English ballads and shantys with a rock ish rhythm and
instrumentation. Combining elements of Madrigal singing, the
sound of Fairport Convention and a bit of the Incredible
String Band, Steeleye Span has such a unique act that they are
a delight to see and hear. They went over so well that they did
two encores, one of which they introduced as a 14th Century
English Folk Ditty, and proved to be the old 4 Seasons hit,
"Rag Doll". The album is called "Below the Salt" and it is on
Chrysalis 1008.
Not to be confused Is "Can't Buy A Thrill" on ABC records
by a group known as Steely Dan. With some rather suggestive
cover art, including phallic bananas, and streetwalkers lined up
in a kind of slummy looking section of what may be Paris, the
album itself is quite well done. Pleasant vocal harmonies with
I~I
excellent instrumentation including an electric sitar, pedal
steel guitar and a plastic organ, this has to rank as one of the
finest of the new albums by a new group to come along this
year.
Another new group with their first album out is called
Gunhill Road and it's on Kama Sutra 2061. The group is
produced by Kenny Rogers, of First Edition Fame. I'm not
familiar with any of the group members, but Glenn Leopold's
fine lead vocal on "Sailing," the opening cut, is really nice,
Talking about this album reminds me of an anecdotal kind
of thing, about what happens when one begins doing record
reviews regularly. As most of you are aware, there are literally
hundreds of albums that come out each month, and very fewcif
them ever come to the attention of the record-buying public.
There are about three or four ways to bring an album to the
public's eye. Airplay is of course most valuable and important;
record reviews are a second way, and direct advertising is a
third.
Well, OJ's and reviewers ar1 literally inundated with records,
so record company promoters use what is called "hype" (short
for Hyperbole) to try to get their attention to a particular
album. The worst excesses of this system resulted in the
payola scandals of a few years back. Generally, however, it's
pretty clean, although there are a lot of fringe benefits
involved in the job.
For me, the only thing the record company hype will do is
get mit to listen to an album. If I like it fine. If I like it well
enough to comment on it, well, that's okay, too. If Idon't like
'it, I'll generally ignore it, unless I think a lot of people are
going to be coaxed into spending their money on a drecky
record.
This is connected because it was a promo push from Buddah
that turned me onto the Gunhill Road LP, and I don't mind.
When it comes to David Bowie, however, it's a horse of a
different color.
I've tried to ignore him, figuring it would all go away in a
few weeks, but it really hasn't. Bowie is being hyped in one of
the most massive media campaigns in history. The New
Yorker Newsweek and of course, Rolling Stone, have had
pieces on him. He has recorded two albums for RCA records,
"Hunky Dory" and "The Rise and Fall of Ziggy Stardust and
The Spiders From Mars." .
, See Menick, p. 7
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Reservation Life: Psychology of
But in-reality the
liquor flows fast and free on the
reservation: there's always
somebody ready to make a
booze run however far one needs
to go (more than 100 miles from
the central section). And-the
final twist of the knife-white
businessmen always prosper.
Indians, even if some could find
the capital for it, are denied
access to the surefire profit of
liquor sales while the white man
who pretends to protect the
Indian fills his pockets by
charging outrageous prices at
'monopolizing border towns.
Shades of whtte-man-speaks-"
with-forked-tonque.
But liquor is an issue that the
Oglala Sioux resent bleeding
hearts from dwelling on-and
rightly so. America is fucking
. them over in many worse ways.
The two mile stretch from
White Clay to the community of
Pine Ridge is known locally as
"Suicide Strip"··the auto
fatalities are high, and the
implication is that those who
died wanted it that way. As one
pulls into Pine Ridge on a hot
August afternoon, a realization
arises that, despite your
education and sophistication,
you aren't ready for the barren
poverty that pervades the
reservation's biggest community.
later, one finds that the rest of
the communities are even worse
off.
Dust drifts lazily in the air, in
no hurry to return to the dry,
baked earth. Your mind flashes
to a scene from "The last
Picture Show ... -but there is no
main street in Pine Ridge, just
isolated run-down shops paired
together here and there. On any
given dav.hatf of them will be
closed.
Turn right and drive for
two blocks and you'll be out of
town. Whatever your
preconception of an Indian
reservation was, you now find it
shattered: no natives selling their
handicrafts, no angry A.I.M.
militants shaking their fists, no
painted braves-no nothing.
Driving through the
reservation countryside, one
often passes roadside historical
markers. After reading them or,
even better, after Bury My Heart
at Wounded Knee, it takes little
imagination to scan the
countryside and conjure up
images of bands of Sioux fleeing
through the gently rolling hills
and gullys, with a cloud of dust
in the distance beyond revealing
the whereabouts of the pursuing
calvalry. The land is essentially
untouched: it remains as it was
100 years ago. Occasionally, one
passes a field where attempts at
farming have been made. They
aren't successful: the soil has a
high clay content, and water is
scarce; even were the land
arable, there is no money to buy
the necessary machines,
fertilizers, and irrigators to make
it worthwhile. But, of course, if
the land was farmable, they
wouldn't have put the Sioux
there in the first place.
About 45 minutes drive
northeast of Pine Ridge on the
Big Foot Trail (named after the
retreat of Chief Big Foot's band)
that runs through the reservation,
one comes upon Wounded Knee.
Today it consists of a
white-owned trading·post, an
unused mission church, and a
few broken down cabins. The
roadside historical marker
describes the massacre that
occurred there in nondescript,
language: no dramatization is
required to import the full
horror of the incident.
Wounded Knee is also the
home of Joe Brown Eyes. A
Rosebud Sioux who married
into an Oglala Sioux family (the
Rosebud Sioux reservation
borders Pine Ridge to the east),
Brown Eyes is an intelligent,
very quiet young man, about the
the center of the ceremonial
ring. At a given signal, the
dancers run away from the pole,
the force of their effort breaking
the sk-in, thus freeing the
wood-like a' tooth tied to a
doorknob. For rnanv, two or
three tries are required to
complete the task.
That night Means had picked
the house of Betty Fire Thunder
in which to submit to an
interview with a network
television crew that was covering
Indians form determined line before the Bureau of Indian Affairs
age of an average law student: he- the Sun .Danee. I was staying at
Betty's that night, and thus the
encounter. The TV interview
was pure Hollywood: they
wanted a thick dramatized
account, and Means gave it to
them.
The interviewer asked one
question that many consider to
be a paradox within the Indian
movement: How is it that men
like Means, raised off the
reservation in urban settings
(Chicago for him) are new
returning to the reservation and
becoming leaders in a movement
has spent his life on reservations.
I met Brown Eyes in May of this
year. I was then an
administrative assistant to an
ACTION·funded project that
recruited reservation Indians and
college students from the
University of Colorado to work
as VISTA-like volunteers while
taking courses offered at the
reservation by the University.
Brown Eyes was one of the
Indian volunteers participating
in a week-end training workshop
on the reservation that had been
arranged through the
administrative office of· the
project in Boulder, Colorado.
like the rest of the volunteers at
the workshop, Brown Eyes
wasn't interested in the things
being said, and the trainers were
too wrapped up in trying to
adjust to outhouses and no
running water to be able to
make anything they had to say
interesting to a man who didn't
care, and, in a very unobtrusive
way, wanted everyone to know
it. Joe Brown Eyes came to
Washington on the Trail of
Broken Treaties.
Ten minutes north of
Wounded Knee is the
. community of Porcupine, the
home of Russell Means, AIM
leader and spokesman for the
demonstrators of last week. I
met him on the night of August
5th; that morning he had gone
through, for the second year in a
row, the piercing ritual of the
Sur' Dance ceremony, the Oglala
Sioux's annual religious festivity.
The ritual, for the two dozen or.
so males who go through it, is
preceeded by three days of
fasting. At sunrise of the
appointed day, the fasters, after.
lengthy dancing, have their
chests pierced by a MediCine
Man. A short, blunt piece of
woodl with cord at one end is
pushed under the skin at one
hold and the other end is forced
through the skin at another
point. Cord is then tied to the
free end, with the free end of
the cord. then tied to a pole in
Carole King. $3.69
Despair
that espouses separatism and a
return to the old ways? (Thus,
the Uncle Tomahawk tribal
leaders charge that "outside
agitators" that they have
"kicked off" the reservations are
responsible for causing trouble
and represent only a small
minority of the reservation
populations.) The answer Means
gave made sense: first, only
those Indians who have had to
learn to live in the white man's
world are capable, at this early
date in the movement, of dealing
in any sort of non-bootlicking
way with the white man's
prejudice. Second, while
reservation Indians are trapped
into the psychology of despair
and hopelessness at an early age,
urban Indians have seen the
potential for change as
exemplified by other minority
movements:
The ACTION program I was
with had a volunteer, Ed Fills
the Pipe, who neatly fit that
portraiture. Raised on the
reservation, Fills the Pipe
escaped by joining the Army and
thereafter spending nine years in
L.A. After, discovering that
White American society had
nothing to offer even to those
who cou Id master it, he
returned to the reservation to
work at salvaging his people and
their culture. A cautious man,
. still unsure of himself, but with
enormous internal strength, Fills
the Pipe is destined to be a
modern Sioux leader.
About 20 minutes drive
northeast of Porcupine is Kyle,
one of several reservation
communities with a BIA'school. .
From a structural standpoint,
the BIA school sticks out
noticably from. the rest of the
community. A modernistic brick
building, one could take it and
the small group of tract houses
next tQ itand place themin any
Let it Be·· $1.99
SPECIALS WITH
THIS AD
American suburb without
getting so much as a second
glance. BIA schools, however,
are one of the most overt
cultural rapes we force on
native Americans. The schools
are staffed almost entirely by
the very worst of the teaching'
profession-those who couldn't
get jobs anywhere else. The
teachers live in a tiny
sub-community of sterile tract
houses build next to the school
as a recruitment plus: the houses
are vastly superior to anything.
the Indians have to live in. The
teachers know, and desire to
learn, nothing about Sioux
culture or lakota, the native
tongue.
The B IA curriculum,
including "American" history, is
_identical to that in any other
public school. Despite the
general abhorrence for WASP
institutions, inclliding
educational ones, among the
reservation populace, Indian
students are expected to achieve
at levels determined by
nationally .standardized tests.
When they don't, they quickly
acquire the appropriate labels.
Result: most never get to high
school; fewer still even finish.
The politics of the native
American movement are
hindered by internal conflicts.
Many of the old, conservative
tribal chiefs are anxious to
maintain the status quo: much
of the government money
allotted to the reservations is
directed through their offices.
Too, the tribal structure of
Indian society has worked
against militants who are trying
to organize a unified movement:
a Navajo must overcome
centuries of intertribal conflicts
to be able to call an Apache his
"brother" .
See Cook, p. 8
Moody Blues- $3.69
Take a break and see a first class record andtape store. Bring this ad and we will also sell
you $6.98 tapes for $4.99. This offer extended two weeks from date of this newspaper.
.."L'.
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avis, from p.4
More on Campaign '72
nterprises, Education,
Employment and. Housing.
Most notable of the
dministration's - record on
Blacks are: Aid to Minority
Business enterprise---$508
Million. Aid to Black
olleges---m,ore than $615
million. Aid to Minority Bank
Deposit Program---$245 million.
he first president to ask for
overnment funds to fight sickle
cell anemia. He has asked for
$2.5 billion to raise quality
education. in disadvantaged
schools. The president's Hevenue
Sharing Legislation.
During his travels across the
ountry, Mr. Jones has found
lacks to be "generally
upportiven of the President's
ietnamization policy. He was
uick to point out that Nixon
idn't start the war, but
nherited it. He considers the
ecent endorsements of - Black
srsonalities . such .as James
rown, Jim Brown and Sammy
avis, Jr. to be "very helpful."
Mr. Jones feels that Blacks
ave become more "politically
sophisticated and mature" and
are dealing more with
"pragmatic politics." Stressing
the importance of Blacks
becoming active in two-party
politics, he warns BI'3OOof being
taken for granted by the
Democratic party. "Blacks
should have a piece of the action
and not go down with a losing
candidate."
In essence, what Mr. Jones
and the . rest of the Black
Citizens Committee for the
Re-election of the President are
saying is that the voters,
.especially Black voters, should.
look at the record of both men
running for office and make a
rational and intelligent judgment
of who is the right man for the
job, based on the facts of their
respective records--·"deeds not
words." That's sound and
intelligent advice for all voters,
no matter who you are
predisposed to favor. This writer
followed similar advice before I
marked my absentee
ballot---only I ended up being a
"Young Black Republican for
McGovern". -
IS JOB HUNTING
LEADING YOU THROUGH
A 'MAZE OF DEAD ENDS.?
LET LAWSEARCH ELIMINATE THESE DEAD ENDS AND
GUIDE YOU, DIRECTLY, TO THE RIGHT LAW FIRM OR COR-
PORATION THAT NEEDS YOUR PARTICULAR QUALIFICA-
TIONS AND IS WILLING TO ASSUME ALL FEES.'
Just send us your resume and, with no cost or obligation, we will intro-
duce you to a select number of excellent positions that best meet your requisites.
You will receive personal attention from a rnergber of our staff of corn-
patent attorneys and all information which you submit will be regarded as high- .
Iy confidential.. .
Our job openings cover the entire spectrum of legal practice and are lo-
cated nationwide. Occasionally we also have opportunities with multinational
organizations which lead to foreign assignments. .
Within the next year we anticipate fifteen hundred new openings, so if
you are contemplating a job change send us your resume today. '
For further information, feel hit to ull us:
LAWSEARCH
your direct path
to advancement
1021 CONNECTICUT AYE" WASHINGTON, O.C. 2003& TELEPHONE (2021 USA-DIU
....,.',,<IIIl_k At the Top of the
University
Center
NEW FAST FOOD SERVICE
WALK THRU - NO WAITINGl
Van Vleck
,Competition
Continues
THE ADVOCATE, Wednesday, November 15,1972-7
This Friday evening,
.November 17, arguments for the
second round of the Van Vleck
Upperclass Moot Court
Competition will begin at 8:00
p.rn. in Stockton Hall. Room
assignments will be posted on
the Van Vleck bulletin board.
Petitioners will be contesting the
constitutionality of the
preventive detention statute of
the hypothetical state of
Stockton before the United
States Supreme Court. The top
four teams at. the conclusion of
this round move on to the
semifinal round which will be
held .Friday, December 15,
1972. Judges for this round
again include clerks of Supreme
Court Justices, Assistant United
States Attorneys, and members
of the private bars of the District'
of Columbia, Virginia, and
Maryland. All are invited to
'attend.
Ecrivez Pour Now! .
$$$
Successful recreational
land salesman, who is
law student, wants
other law students to
work {or his company.
Earn $150-$300/wk.
part time.
836-5387
Menick, from p.5
Bowie isn't a bad singer, and some of his songs are, in fact,
rather good~ However, the concentration on the sensualitv of
his onstage persona and the questions of his bisexuality are
creating a cult that I must admit I find difficult to relate to. I
understand that Hunky Dory is his best effort, but I don't
have it so I can't say. I like "Space Oddity" the best of the
other three, mostly because the title song is great, but it seems
to me that Bowie's greatest talent may be as a record
producer. He did the new Mott the Hoople album on
Columbia and is working with Lou Reed on his new album,
but I cannot recommend that you go out and spend your
money on anything of his.
I first became a record collector and music fanatic back in
the days of the folk revival of the late fifties and early sixties,
and of course, one of the all time favorites from that era,
whose popularity and artistry has continuedto grow, is Joan
Baez.
She. recently switched from Vanguard' to A&M, but in an
, effort to continue to milk what was probably their richest cow,
Vanguard recently came out with the bargain of the year in
the folk field. "The Joan Baez Ballad Book" (VSD41/42), is a
two-record set listing at $5.98 that includes most of those
lovely traditional ballads Baez sang back in the beginning,
including, "House of the Rising Sun", "Silkie", "Barbara
Allen" and "Fennario", to name a few. The album is a must
for Baez Fans who don't have everything already.
And speaking of folkmusic, run don't walk to your favorite
record store to get Loudon Wainwright III/Album III
The second most inventive singer/songwriter in the current
rock/folk/pop field, next to Randy Newman, Wainwright has a
great sense of humor. I mean how the hell else can someone
make a hit song about a "Dead Skunk lying in the middle of
the road and stinkin' to high heaven." The album really cracks
me up, every time I listen to it, as well as being excellent
musically. Right up there vvith Newman's "Sail Away" as my
: favorite albums of the year, in this cenre,
BRI
Bar Exams are Changing
• Objective Questions
• Different Subjects
PROFESSOR SHERMAN COHN OF BRi WILL
SPEAK AND ANSWER QUESTIONS ABOUT THE
NEW STYLE BAR EXAMINATIONS
DATE: November 20, 1972
TIME: 8:00 p.m.
PLACE: Stockton Hall, Room 10
GILBERTS LAW SUMMARIES
BLACKSTONE LAW SUMMARIES
LANDMARK LAW 'SUMMARIES
SMITH REVIEW
NUTSHELL SERIES
AMERICAN LEGAL CASE DIGESTS
CAMBRIDGE OUTLINES
HORNBOOKS
a·
DISCOUNT PRICES AND
COMPLETE SELECTION
'WASHINGTON
LAW BOOK CO.
1917 EYE ST. ST. N.W. TEL. 785-0424
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Beck, from p.2 '
Reminiscencesofa Campaign Volunteer
, ,
upstate. That meant about 40 of 5 or 6 people from George's
voters for each canvasser. A lot National Advance committee,
of persuasion and arm-twisting down from New York for one
required. I was handed a plastic day. They had their in-jokes and
covered pin which said "Official fast-talked those around them
Democratic Party Worker" and and I must say I wasn't too
slipped it on, with a pleased to be amongst the elite
McGovern·Shriver button again. I thought that was
attached to it. Now I was really finished when I left my Ivy
involved, y'know. League Alma Mater.
How could I hlep (as in Well, on perhaps my most
"shlep")? "Make sandwiches." stimylating and usefu errand of
OK, so I spent the next half the day, I took this young
hour putting together pieces of divorcee formerly married to an
bread, lots of ham, salami, investment banker in Manhattan,
cheese, you name it, with very chic" to a shoe repair store,
mustard, mayonaisse, etc. for and waiting for her I was
the people out on the busses to 'tempted to get gas across the
take around. Y'see, there were street on Greenmount and 34th
40 yellow school buses, but I didn't. What if she should
wandering around about 4 or 5 come out and have to wait for
precincts each, carrying food me? I rushed her back to
and drinks for canvassers, Hopkins. After I had parked, I
babysitters and the like for came back in to find her sitting
people who wanted to go out alone in a corner. I asked her
and vote, information, rest what's happening and she says
stops, and whatever else was her friends have gone off to eat
needed. It was interesting that I somewhere and she's got nothing
saw nary a one all day while I to do. When I suggested that
was out, and that very few were they might be downstairs eating
reported sighted by any of the in the cafeteria, she left
returning workers. So what else immediately. I, was slightly
is new? puzzled. Oh well, back to
After making sandwiches, I making another 150 sandwiches.
felt honored to be asked by this Someone comes up to me and
guy, acting like he had a lot of asks me if Ihave a car. Yes? Will
authoritv.vif I could take this I go pick up a canvasser down
woman to a cobbler and get her near Rognels Park? Sure. She
heel fixed-she'd been wearing a wants to come back, been out all
broken sh~e for 36 hours now. morning. I locate it on the map
Sure, Isaid. (Baltimore's made mostly of
It turns out these are a group square's and the map's readable)
of 5 or 6 people from George's and again leave Hopkins to "take
National Advance committee, voters to the polls", Well, I am
down from New York for one discovering Baltimore.
day. They had their in-jokes and I located Ginny with no
fast-talked those around them problem and even ran across a
and I must say I wasn't too McGovern van urging people to
pleased to' be amongst the elite get out and vote. We chatted
again. I thought that was amiably on our way back to
finished when I left my Ivy Hopkins and she told me how
League Alma Mater. strong her area was, how
Well, on perhaps my most everyone was voting and voting
stimulating and useful errand of for George, and so forth., It
the day, I took this young sounded hopeful for the city.
divorcee-formerly married to an After we got back to Hopkins,
investment banker-in Manhattan, three people needed a ride down
very chic, to a sh~e repair store, to Union Hall, the center of the
and waiting for her I was inner city operation, to get on
tempted to get gas' across the the phones: two girls (women)
street on' Greenmount and 34th from Holland or France (they
but I didn't. What if she should spoke French, German, and
come out and have to wait for Dutch, I think) and a musician
me? I rushed her back to kid 'from D.C. I found
Hopkins. After I had parked, I Monument street only getting
came back in to find her sitting lost once and we tried to figure
out where the phones were.
When we finally found a room
with phones and workers, it was
explained to us that 6 phones
were supposed to be available,
but a room had just been locked
and there were only three
. phones. Located a superior, and
assuming a little authority only
beca use noone (famous
e.e.cummings figure) else would,
FIRST ON THE MARKET I explained the situation and
Prepareforthe feb. 28. 1973 Examination asked if these people could help
$6.95 out. Eventually, I left them and
RUDMAN's (Paperbound) returned, once again, to Hopkins
~ffi~TIONS & ANSWERS and the Great Hall operation. By
MULTISTATE BAR now it was nearly 4 0' clock.
EXAMINATION (MBE) How can I help, I asked. (Not
b~ack Rudman • Robert J, Cahn.J,D. .sure I was expecting an answerJ
• CONTRACTS. CRIMINAL LAW • •
EVIDENCE. REAL PROPERTY. TORTS. Well, finally, a little work did
------------- begin. But first (but quaere?) I
To: National Learning Corporation ran into 01' Bruce, who punched
20 DuPont Street
Plainvrew. N,Y. 11803 me in the shoulder to say hello.
Gtntltmtn: H h d ., ? Did '
Pltasesend me copies of ey, ow you 010 man I n t
Multist.tt Bar uamination @ $6,95 expect to see you up here. Poor
each plus $,50 for postage and handling, Bruce's feet, they'd been
for each book. a total of _
(Check or MoneyOrder) walking him around since 9 or
FROM: so, pulling the voters off the
NAME-----:1""'P',-u-s-e ""'Pr~,n:-:I).- streets and into the polls. He was
finished. No sooner did we start
______ ZIP to say goodbye, having
Price subject to ch"n •• WIthoutnotIce,W commiserated about being
ADDRESS-'-- _
behind' and getting ready to
chuck the whole th ing for
lacrosse or teaching or whatever,
in full agreement about the
uselessness of law school-when
my desk partner Steve showed
up, still managing to wear a thin
smile. Within ten minutes, a
fourth member of our section
had shown up-I guess we all
surprised each other, skipping
out on Crim and Torts to do our
thing for one long and very
futile day. But it was good to do
a little bit together. I guess it
expressed the faintest hope of
working in some way for
someth ing that's right (as we
were continuously being told.l
I asked a woman named Jan
who was assigning the precincts
and kits and maps if I could help
her out. Soon, I (whom, you
may remember, had volunteered
to employ my car to transport
voters to the 'polls) was briefing
new workers about how to
canvass and pull the voters out
to the polls, telling people how
'the kits worked, what theIists
meant, what to say and how to
say it, and so on. This went on
for a while as another busload of,
volunteers wandered into the
hall. We had over 2,000 in
Baltimore for the day, .
wandering the streets and pulling
in far fewer than needed to' carry
Baltimore County, much less
~the state. People were fairly
optimistic, since we had so many
people out canvassing and all the
kits had been distributed
already.
Finally, I got to work in a
back room. It seems that the
longer I asked to work, the
farther I got from the streets and
,my car, and the closer to the
bureaucratic machinery. It turns
out this machinary occupies
space, time, and key people's
'thinking, but serves little useful
purpose-It exercises some minds
and shuffles a lot of paper. If I'd
wanted a civil service job ....
I was put back to work in
THE BACK ROOM, to organize
all the returned kits by ward
precinct, numerical order, in
order to pull all the areas which
had been completed and send
the incomplete, or poor response
precincts back out to the fresh
workers, for redoubled efforts
on the street. I spent about
fortv-flve minutes doing this,
unil someone told me that the
volunteers had stopped coming
and we wouldn't need any more
information. Only pride kept me
going as I finished this historic
mission. It was getting on past 6
and the news had started on the
TV. We were pretty much
finished. At least I began to
hope so.
(At this point, one of the
older, conservative-dressed
business-like workers sidled up
to me and put his arm around
my shoulder. Uh-oh,' here' it
comes ...whatever 'it is, I don't
want it. We chatted like 01'
friends for a minute, then he
stuck out his paw and asked me
my name, repeating it as if he
intended to remember, like he
wanted to sell ,me something
next time he was-In the district.
Then, he said, "How'd you like
to buy some life insurance next
week?" Pretty subtle. I almost I
dunno what, damn if I wasn't
practically surprised ...sheeeitl
Well, it took me 2'seconds to tell
him I already had some, thanks
anyway. Soon we parted-----------------------------
company, him promising to buy
me a drink or something. It was
a little galling.)
I hung around' till 7 or so,
since they expected lots of
canvassers to be straggling
behind in the city, stranded at
polling places, and with over 600
still out and unaccounted for,
, they desperately needed people
with cars to go out and get
them. Which, when the time
came, I did. I wanted to get the
hell back to my friends in Foggy
Bottom and our wine but the
, samaritan in me wouldn't leave
Baltimore, so I did some ferrying'
and ran around the city til 9:30
or so. I finally left Union Hall
and the, half-hearted "party"
there, to head home to
Washington with a passenger,' a
high school volunteer, from
Potomac Md. I thought most of
the organizers had done a good
job, especially Mike Levitt, the
chairman, and Ann Wheeler,
Pam and Bill Hellmert, and a few
others. But those goddamn
advance people from Manhattan
still ticked me off. They could
care so little ...
It had naturally. started to
rain, and the trip back was
marred by directional problems,
but we finally began to go
towards D.C. and not the Tunnel
to Delaware., By the time I got
back, it was 11 :30 or
thereabouts, and after I parked
my trusty vehicle (a neat little
'68 Saab which will, perchance,
be the subject of some writer's
column someday) I headed over
to. my friends' place. It was,
seriously folks, a slight shock, to
see McGovern giving his
concession speech as I entered
the building. After all, I'd just
put in my 15 ~hours" left
Baltimore less than 3 hours ago,
and here was George, conceding,
before even midnight. I went
way, way down.
My friends listened, patiently
and. tolerantly, as I did a little
ranting and raving, and they
really trled:" to, cheer me
up-they'd already prepared
themselves for the results and
for me, too, probably. Anyway,
,_they took my crap and I
wandered off into the misty rain
alone.
What, can you say about a
young and hopeful campaign
which never got off the ground
with the Voters of America? It
almost -died before it started.
Although I never had great
expectations, such a crushing
defeat dealt many of us a blow. I
was discouraged driving to
Baltimore that beautiful
morning, but during the day my
sense of futility and uselessness,
of the gross misdirection of my
energies, became stronger and
louder. Sure, those of us who
spent our money and energy and
a few large chunks of time trying
to elect George McGovern in
Maryland did what we believed
had to be done ...sort of. Yeah, it
was the "right thing to do" ... but
it made no difference and we
knew it-from the word go.
I can empathize with the
Goldwater people in
'64--crushed believing in their
man and their cause, speaking
straight from the heart with
honesty and courage, and
knowing he never had a prayer.
But what really stings is my
belief that McGovern had more
than a prayer when he started,
that it might have, been but for
so many errors and a good deal
of sabotage and apathy. It seems
so unreal now, like a bad dream.
When will be wake up?
Cook, from p.6
It is often tempting to
compare the treatment of the
Indians on the reservation with
that of the Blacks in the ghetto.
In terms of the end results of
discrimination, the comparison
is valid. But while the Black was
given just enough crumbs from
the pie to develop a taste for a
whole piece, the Indian has
never been envious of the white
man. Indians know that what
they once had was better: they
want it back,and want to be left
alone. The white man can do
what he wants with his cities and
bombs and .taws, just leave, the
Indian out of it. That
philosophy may sound naive,
but for those who have spent
time on a reservation where
living is a day-to-day
proposition, it is appreciated as a
philosophy with true meaning.
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